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Abstract
Background: Previous studies seem to show different effects of angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors (ACEIs) and
angiotensin-receptor blockers (ARBs) on cardiovascular (CV) events in hypertensive patients with type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM).
Our objective was to analyze which are preferable on the incidence of all-cause mortality, CV death, and major CV events in
hypertensive patients with T2DM.

Methods: PubMed, MEDLINE, and EMBASE were searched for randomized controlled trials (RCTs) published up to June 2016
with ACEI or ARBs as the intervention for hypertensive patients with T2DM. The primary end points were all-cause mortality and CV
death. The secondary end points were myocardial infarction (MI), stroke, heart failure (HF), and CV events. Two investigators
extracted the information independently. Data were pooled using a fixed-effects model or a random-effects model if significant
heterogeneity was present.

Results:A total of 13 trials were included for analysis, 5 ACEI trials (24,976 patients) and 8 ARB trials (22,032 patients) followed for a
mean of 3.8 years. Treatment with ACEI was associated with significantly reduction in all-cause mortality [odds ratio (OR) 0.87; 95%
confidence interval (95%CI), 0.80–0.94], CV death (OR 0.81; 95%CI, 0.68–0.98), and other CV outcomes such as MI (0R 0.77; 95%
CI, 0.66–0.90), stroke (OR 0.88; 95% CI, 0.78–0.99), HF (OR 0.65; 95% CI, 0.47–0.90), and CV events (OR 0.83; 95% CI, 0.73–
0.95), whereas ARBs therapy had no significant reduction in the results of many primary and secondary outcomes.

Conclusion: This meta-analysis suggests that treatment with ACEI showed a significant CV protection for all-cause mortality, CV
death, and major CV events, whereas ARBs had no benefits on these outcomes except MI. In consideration of high mortality and
morbidity, ACEI was preferable than ARBs on patients with hypertension and T2DM.

Abbreviations: ACEI= angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, ARB= angiotensin-receptor blockers, CI= confidence interval,
CV = cardiovascular, HF = heart failure, MI =myocardial infarction, OR = odds ratio, RCTs = randomized controlled trials, T2DM =
type 2 diabetes mellitus.
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1. Introduction

Hypertension and type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM) are the 2
primary risk of the cardiovascular (CV) events. Peoplewith both of
them are at a higher risk of CV disease than those suffering from
hypertension or T2DMalone.[1–3] As a leading cause of premature
death, DM is associated with many macrovascular complications,
and approximately 6.8% people who died from heart disease or
stroke are because of DM.[4] Compared with those without DM,
the rate ofmortality fromCVdisease is 2 to 4-fold higher in people
withDM.[5–7] The high blood pressure is another independent risk
factor forCVdisease, and treatment or control of hypertension can
reduce death and hospitalization from CV disease.[8]

The renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system is a major regulato-
ry system of CV function and the blockade of RAS activity is
beneficial for CV disease.[9] It was recommended that patients
with hypertension and DM should be treated with a pharmaco-
logic therapy regimen that includes ACEI or ARB.[10] And, the
use of the RAS blockade angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE)
inhibitors (ACEIs) or angiotensin II receptor blockers (ARBs)
could reduce both CV mortality and morbidity.[11–13]
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Although the therapy by ACEI or ARBs was recommended by
the guidelines of 2013 European Society of Hypertension (ESH)
and the European Society of Cardiology (ESC),[14] there still
remains controversial in clinical for hypertensive patients with
T2DM who treated with ACEI or ARBs. The recent meta-
analysis by Cheng et al[15] showed that ACEI or ARBs had
different effects on CV outcomes in patients with DM. And the
meta-analysis by van Vark et al[16] showed that ACEI or ARBs
had different effects on all-cause mortality in patients with
hypertension. But there is no meta-analysis focused on the
comparison of ACEI and ARBs on CV risk in hypertensive
patients with T2DM.
Thus, we undertook the present meta-analysis aiming to

compare the effects of ACEI or ARBs separately on the incidence
of all-cause mortality, CV death, and major CV events, which
included myocardial infarction (MI), stroke, and heart failure
(HF) in the hypertensive patients with T2DM.
2. Methods

2.1. Search strategy and study selection

We performed a systematic search of MEDLINE, EMBASE, and
PubMed for randomized controlled trials (RCTs) published in
English between January 2000 and June 2016 for relevant studies
performed in hypertensive patients with T2DM. The following
Medical subject heading terms and key words were used:
hypertension and T2DM; CV mortality or events, all-cause
mortality, MI, stroke, HF; ACEIs or ARBs; RCTs or clinical
trials. We also searched reference lists from cited articles. The
criteria for eligible studies were as follows: randomized clinical
trials for hypertension with T2DM; treatment with ACEI or
ARBs with control treatment (placebo or actives); the endpoints
were all-cause mortality, CV mortality or events, MI, stroke, HF;
the mean follow-up was more than 1 year; the age of patients
should older than 55 years; and the total participant should more
than 500. Finally, a total of 13 trials were included for our
analysis, 5 ACEI trials (24,976 patients) and 8 ARB trials (22,032
patients). Studies were excluded if it was not RCT or it was not
Figure 1. Flow diagram of trial search and selection process.
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associated with the outcome we need clearly. We also excluded
the study not published in English (Fig. 1).

2.2. Data extraction

Two investigators independently extracted data and resolved
differences by discussion from each study as the following
information: first author name and study title, publication year,
interventions, total participants, the percentage of male, the mean
age at baseline, follow-up duration, the mean diastolic blood
pressure and systolic blood pressure, and the results for each
outcome.
2.3. Quality assessments

According to the guidelines in the Cochrane Handbook, the risk
of bias table was used to evaluate the quality of the trials on the
results by reviewing the randomization protocols and follow-up
procedures adopted, which contains sequence generation,
allocation concealment, blinding of participants, blinding of
outcome assessment, incomplete outcome data, selective report-
ing, and other bias (Fig. 2).

2.4. End points

The primary end points were all-cause mortality and CV
mortality. The secondary end points were MI (including fatal
and nonfatal MI), stroke (including fatal and non-fatal stroke),
HF, CV events (including coronary artery bypass, percutaneous
transluminal coronary angioplasty, death from CV causes,
nonfatal MI, HF, etc). Every end point was not contained in
all studies. Data on all-cause mortality were not available in
SCOPE. Data on CV mortality and stroke were not available in
RENNAL. Data on MI were not available in ADVANCE and
SCOPE. Data on HF were not available in ADVANCE, SCOPE,
ROADMAP, and CASE-J.
2.5. Statistical analysis

We calculated individual study odds ratio (OR) and 95%
confidence interval (95% CI) and combined the estimates for OR
Figure 2. Risk of bias graph and risk of bias summary.



Table 1

Baseline characteristics of study population in included trials.
Study Year Age, y n (I/C) Intervention Man (%) Follow-up y Baseline BP, mm Hg Jadad[18] score

∗

ACEI+

HOPE[19] 2000 55 1808/1769 Ramipril/Placebo 62 4.5 142/80;142/79 5
DIABHCAR[20] 2004 65 2443/2469 Ramipril/Placebo 70 4 146/82;145/82 5
PRESUADE[21] 2005 62 721/781 Perindopril/Placebo 82 4.3 140/81;140/82 5
ADVANCE[22] 2007 66 5569/5571 Perindopril/Placebo 57 4.3 145/81;145/81 5
HYVET[23] 2008 84 1933/1912 Perindopril/Placebo 39 1.8 173/91;173/91 5

ARB++

SCOPE[25] 2005 75 313/286 Candesartan/Placebo 40 3.7 166/90;167/90 4
PROFESS[26] 2008 66 2840/2903 Telmisartan/Placebo 65 2.5 144/84; 144/84 4
ROADMAP[29] 2011 57 2232/2215 Olmesartan/Placebo 46 5 141/84; 5
ORIENT[30] 2011 59 282/284 Olmesartan/Placebo 69 3.1 142/78;141/77 5
RENAAL[24] 2001 60 751/762 Losartan/Placebo 62 4.5 152/82;153/82 5
TRANSCEND[27] 2008 67 2954/2972 Telmisartan/Placebo 57 4.7 141/82;141/82 5
CASE-J[28] 2010 64 1011/1077 Candesartan/Amlodipine 56 3.3 160/88;160/88 3
NHS[31] 2012 63 575/575 Valsartan/Amlodipine 66 3.2 145/82;144/81 5

I/C= intervention/control group.
∗
Ranged from 1 to 5.
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using fixed-effects model or random-effect model, if there was
any heterogeneity (P< .1, or I2 > 50%). The results were
confirmed by the Mantel–Haenszel fixed-effect model to avoid
small studies being overly weighted. The I2 statistic was used to
evaluate the heterogeneity, judging values of 25%, 50%, and
75% was considered to be low, moderate, and high heterogene-
ity, respectively.[17] We further conducted a sensitivity analysis to
explore the possible explanation for heterogeneity, which
investigated the effect of a single study on overall risk factors
by excluding 1 study once a time.[18] The potential publication
bias was assessed using the funnel plot and Egger test. A 2-sided P
value of less than .05 was considered statistically significant. All
statistical analyses were done in Review Manager, version 5.3
(Nordic Cochrane Centre, Cochrane Collaboration, Copenha-
gen, Denmark) except Egger test that was done in Stata 12.0
(Stata Corp, College Station, TX).
Figure 3. Forest plot for all-cause mortality. (A) Analyze comparing ACEI with co
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, ARB=angiotensin receptor blockers.
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3. Results

3.1. Characteristics of the studies

A total of 13 RCTs fulfilled our selection criteria for this meta-
analysis, and their main characteristics are summarized in
Table 1.[19–31] Among these trials, 5 trials (n=24,976) compared
ACEI with control therapy and 8 trials (n=22,032) compared
ARBs. The ACEI group was all compared with placebo, and the
ARBs group was not. Of the 8 trials, CASE-J[28] and NHS[31]

compared ARBs with active drugs, and the remaining studies
compared ARBs with placebo. The mean follow-up duration was
3.8 years in the ACEI treatment and 4.2 years in the ARB
treatment. The mean age was 66 years in ACEI and 64 years in
ARB. The baseline level of blood pressure was more than 140/70
mmHg. Patients in both groups were not significantly different in
gender.
ntrol treatment; (B) Analyze comparing ARBs with control treatment. ACEI=
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Figure 4. Forest plot for CV death. (A) Analyze comparing ACEI with control treatment; (B) Analyze comparing ARBs with control treatment. ACEI=angiotensin-
converting enzyme inhibitors, ARB=angiotensin receptor blockers.
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3.2. Primary end points
3.2.1. Effects of ACEI on all-cause mortality and CV
mortality. Treatment with ACEI was associated with significant
reduction in all-cause mortality (OR: 0.87, 95% CI: 0.80–0.94,
P= .0008), and there was a moderate heterogeneity (P= .09; I2=
50%). The same result as ACEI therapy on the occurrence of CV
death (OR: 0.81, 95% CI: 0.68–0.98, P= .03) compared with
control group; the reduction was significant. But for the outcome
of CV death, there was significant heterogeneity in this treatment
(P= .04; I2=60%), although it was estimated by random-effects
model instead (Figs. 3A and 4A) After excluding the DIA-
BHCAR[20] studies by sensitivity analysis, the heterogeneity
among the trials was not significant (P= .29, I2=21%). The
funnel plot showed no suggestion of publication bias and the
Egger test indicated no statistically significant reporting bias in
both groups (P= .400; P= .643).

3.2.2. Effects of ARBs on all-cause mortality and CV
mortality. There was no significant decrease in the occurrence
of all-cause mortality (OR: 1.06, 95% CI: 0.97–1.15, I2=0%)
and CV death (OR: 1.02, 95% CI: 0.78–1.33, I2=54%) when
Table 2

The secondary end points effects on MI, STROKE, HF, and CV event

RCTs n OR

ACEI
MI 4 321 0.77
Stroke 5 549 0.88
HF 4 318 0.65
CV events 5 1360 0.83

ARB
MI 7 381 0.88
Stroke 7 515 0.96
HF 5 422 0.81
CV events 8 1843 0.94

ACEI = angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, ARB = angiotensin receptor blockers, CI= confidence
randomized controlled trials.
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treatment was done with ARBs compared with control therapy.
And both of them showed no statistical significant association
(P= .17>.05, P= .88>.05) (Figs. 3B and 4B). There was no
evidence of publication bias (P= .784; P= .389).
3.3. Secondary end points
3.3.1. Effects of ACEI on MI, STROKE, HF, and CV events.
Four of five trials (PRESUADE,[21] HOPE,[19] DIANHCAR,[20]

and HYVET[23]) assessed the effect of ACEI therapy on the
occurrence of MI and HF. This treatment significantly reduced
the occurrence of MI (OR: 0.77, 95% CI: 066–0.90, P= .0009
<.05, I2=0%) and HF (OR: 0.65, 95% CI: 0.47–0.90, P= .01
<.05, I2=68%). But there was significant heterogeneity for HF,
after a sensitivity analysis of excluding the HYVET[23] studies,
greater heterogeneity disappeared (P= .48, I2=0%). And there
been no evidence of publication bias in both.
In all 5 trials together, we can find significant reduction in

stroke treatment with ACEI (OR: 0.88, 95% CI: 0.78–0.99,
P= .04<.05, I2=34%) and in CV events (OR: 0.83, 95% CI:
0.73–0.95, P= .006<.05, I2=60%). By excluding DIA-
BHCAR[20] and ADVANCE studies,[22] the significant heteroge-
.

95% CI P I2

066–0.90 .0009<.05 0%
0.78–0.99 .04<.05 34%
0.47–0.90 .01<.05 68%
0.73–0.95 .006<.05 60%

0.77–1.01 .08>.05 7%
0.84–1.09 .50>.05 0%
0.61–1.07 .14>.05 67%
0.88–1.01 .12>.05 2%

interval, CV= cardiovascular, HF=heart failure, MI=myocardial infarction, OR= odds ratio, RCTs=
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neity disappeared (P= .56, I =0%) for CV events end point, and
there was no publication bias (Table 2).

3.3.2. Effects of ARBs in MI, STROKE, HF, and CV events. In
our meta-analysis, there was no significant reduction in the
occurrence of MI (OR: 0.88, 95% CI: 0.77–1.01, P= .08>.05,
I2=7%), stroke (OR: 0.96, 95% CI: 0.84–1.09, P= .50>.05,
I2=0%), and CV events (OR: 0.94, 95% CI: 0.88–1.01,
P= .12>.05, I2=2%). The heterogeneity between these trials is
low. There was a clearly apparent decrease in HF end point (OR:
0.81, 95% CI: 0.61–1.07). However, it has not been statistically
significant and the heterogeneity is apparent (P= .14>.05, I2=
67%) (Table 2).
4. Discussion

RAS blockade is one of the first-line treatments for the
hypertensive patients with T2DM, and there was no doubt
regarding the CV protection of ACEI in the hypertensive patients
with T2DM. But the CV protective effect of ARBs in the
hypertensive patients with T2DM was equivocal. With regard to
the previous studies and meta-analyses, our study showed that,
for the primary end points, treatment with ACEI significantly
reduced the occurrence of all-cause mortality by approximately
13% and CV death by approximately 19%. On the contrary,
ARBs therapy had no significant effect on all-cause mortality and
CV death. On the secondary end points, ACEI can also reduce the
occurrence of major CV events by 17% significantly, which
contained MI by 23% and HF by 35%. No more like previous
study, there was no clearly apparent beneficial effect on
stroke[15]; our study showed a 12% significant reduction.
Compared with previous meta-analysis by Cheng et al,[15] there
were also some differences among the ARBs therapy. Previous
studies showed that there was no significant decrease in the
occurrence of major CV events and MI in the patients with DM
when treatment was done with ARBs; however, it was with a
30% reduction in HF.[15] However, our meta-analysis showed
that ARBs therapy did not significantly affect the occurrence of
MI, STROKE, and CV events, but the only reduction of HF by
19% had no statistical significance. These differences may
contribute to the criteria we made. In our meta-analysis, we
limited the criteria for eligible studies at the baseline of previous
study: the age of patients should be older than 55 years; the total
participants should more than 500; and the patients must be
diagnosed with both hypertension and T2DM. Thus, our study
included 13 RCTs finally and the purpose was more obvious.
According to our analysis, it is confirmed that ACEI therapy

trend to a less fatal CV events than treatment with ARBs
compared with placebo. But there was significant heterogeneity
between the include studies in the result of CV death (I2=60%)
treatment with ACEI in our research, when changed into
random-effect model the heterogeneity still existed. So, we further
conducted a sensitivity analysis to explore the possible explana-
tion for heterogeneity. We found that the heterogeneity was
mainly caused to DIABHCAR[20] studies; when this trial was
excluded, the significant heterogeneity disappeared (I2=21%).
The DIABHCAR[20] studies showed that Ramipril group resulted
in more mortality than placebo group in hypertensive patients
with T2DM, while other trials showed less mortality compared
with control group. The data of DIABHCAR were associated
with a trend to more mortality compared with placebo (OR:
1.08). Heterogeneity may be closely related to its design, the post
hoc observations, dosage, or administration, which were
5

attributed to the DIABHCAR study. It is revealed that among
the different ACEIs, the heterogeneity may exist.
Our research included 13 RCTs that contained more than

24,926 patients and 22,032 patients treatment with ACEI or
ARBs separately. The strength of our meta-analysis is important
for the clinical questions, rigorously select criteria, comprehen-
sive quality assessment, a large number of participants, and
consistency of results. Moreover, protective effects of ACEIs and
ARBs regarding major CV events among T2DM and hyperten-
sive patients showed that our manuscript is valuable. However,
some limitations have to be mentioned in our study. First, search
of the literature may not find all eligible studies, although the
funnel plot and Egger test did not show a significant publication
bias. And some studies were excluded because they did not report
the number of CV events clearly. Furthermore, we searched
studies published only in English. Second, there was a great deal
of variation between the populations we studied, such as,
different ACEI or ARBs, different dosages of treatment and
control group, different follow-up times and different combina-
tion treatments, and participants with other concomitant
conditions or background therapy we used in our study.
Therefore, more studies should be performed to evaluate the
difference between ACEI and ARBs on the CV protective effect in
hypertensive patients with T2DM.
5. Conclusion

Treatment with ACEI significantly reduced the occurrence of all-
cause mortality, CV death, and major CV events, including MI,
stroke, and HF compared with control groups. Whereas ARBs
did not benefit the advantages in these outcomes. Therefore,
because of the high mortality and morbidly rates for hypertensive
patients with T2DM, ACEI is more preferable than ARBs.
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